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Abstract The future 5G wireless is triggered by the higher
demand on wireless capacity. With Software Defined Net-
work (SDN), the data layer can be separated from the
control layer. The development of relevant studies about
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and cloud comput-
ing has the potential of offering a quicker and more reliable
network access for growing data traffic. Under such cir-
cumstances, Software Defined Mobile Network (SDMN)
is presented as a promising solution for meeting the wire-
less data demands. This paper provides a survey of SDMN
and its related security problems. As SDMN integrates
cloud computing, SDN, and NFV, and works on improving
network functions, performance, flexibility, energy effi-
ciency, and scalability, it is an important component of
the next generation telecommunication networks. However,
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the SDMN concept also raises new security concerns. We ex-
plore relevant security threats and their corresponding coun-
termeasures with respect to the data layer, control layer, appli-
cation layer, and communication protocols. We also adopt
the STRIDE method to classify various security threats to
better reveal them in the context of SDMN. This survey is
concluded with a list of open security challenges in SDMN.

Keywords Software defined mobile network (SDMN) ·
OpenFlow · Network function virtualization (NFV) ·
Security

1 Introduction

With the expected drastic increase in mobile traffic
demand [1, 2], and the compelling needs for provisioning
of elastic service, collaborative working capability [3, 4],
transmission speed, and quality of service (QoS) [5, 6], as
well as, the requirement for costly network upgrades [7, 8],
Software Defined Mobile Network (SDMN) has been rec-
ognized as a solution to meet these challenges. SDMN is
an integration of cloud computing, Network Function Vir-
tualization (NFV), and Software Defined Network (SDN).
In SDMN, emerging network technologies such as SDN
and NFV are integrated into the mobile network archi-
tecture in order to meet its ever-changing demand. To be
more specific, at the core of SDMN, the software control
aims to enable dynamic traffic management and functional
reconfiguration. Instead of conventional static IP based
networking structure, the backbone network is abstracted
through traffic-based NFV in SDMN. In a front haul con-
nection, the network capability and QoS are improved
through centralized management of wireless radio spectrum
resources [9] and the implementation of Software-Defined
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Radio (SDR), Cognitive Radio (CR) for reconfigurable
networks [10].

With the development of SDMN [11], the related network
security issues have drawn considerable attention [12–15].
The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) Security Dis-
cussion Group is committed to security study and stan-
dardization for SDN. For example, report TR-511 pro-
poses a set of core security principles with implementation
strategies regarding SDN core protocol OpenFlow Switch
Specification v1.3.4 [16]. In [17], a comprehensive survey
of software-defined networking is provided, covering its
context, rationale, main concepts, distinctive features, and
future challenges. It also provides a detailed summary of
SDN network security issues, including the point of attack,
means of attack, and countermeasures. However, the secu-
rity problems related to SDMN have not yet been well
analyzed.

Moving from SDN to SDMN, the increased complexity,
due to the hybrid infrastructure, leads to multiple secu-
rity requirements that must be satisfied. To guarantee the
collaborative work capability between different access tech-
nologies and SDN-enabled network nodes, pure reliance
on progressive upgrading of existing 3GPP solutions can-
not develop the logic part. Stringent QoS requirements that
dynamic service matching should be based on light and sta-
ble basic data and protocol of cryptosystem, but security
solutions currently proposed have yet to solve this prob-
lem. Even as a leading SDN technology, the application of
OpenFlow in the next generation of mobile network is still
a challenging problem [17].

To this end, a network security threat model is criti-
cal, as it can identify and isolate, in a systematic way, the
existing drawbacks and potential attack vectors. Without
such an abstraction, the improvement of safety design will
become more difficult and its inherent complexity cannot
be reduced. Therefore, The network security threat model
has become a prerequisite for standardization and practical
implementation of SDMN [18]. A preliminary attempt is
made in this paper towards this direction by the proposal of
a STRIDE-based network security threat model [19, 20].

Security in SDMN is a challenging issue due to the
large amount of smart devices and terminals in the SDMN,
which are proactive for content fetching. The main consid-
erations of security research include the existing problems
of mobile networks [21] and the security vulnerabilities
of SDN. On the one hand, the virtualization mechanism
is flexibly managed; on the other hand, harmful behaviors
will result from an unethical malicious intent. Therefore, in
addition to typical security problems of mobile networks,
additional security problems caused by the introduction of
SDN and NFV cannot be ignored.

Based on the above considerations of SDMN security,
this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the

main framework of SDMN, the corresponding OpenFlow
protocol, and the NFV structure based on this frame-
work. Section 3 reviews security problems of SDMN.
The inherent security problems of SDN are introduced
first, including the SDN architecture, the security prob-
lems, and the corresponding security principles brought
about by SDN features. And then, special security prob-
lems of SDMN are discussed; Section 4 introduces the
attacks and corresponding countermeasures in SDMN, with
the STRIDE-based classification and analysis, as well as
the security challenges of SDMN. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2 SDMN architecture

2.1 SDMN introduction

SDMN is a programmable, flexible and flow-centric mobile
network constructed by using a combination of SDN, NFV,
and cloud computing. SDMN is the architecture of embod-
iment and application extension of the idea that the con-
trol layer in an SDN is separated from the forwarding
layer in a wireless network. The traditional mobile net-
work has distinctive differences from an SDMN. The core
of the software-defined mobile packet forwarding involves
the problems of matching the sending/control layer and
mobile environment [22–25], the service logic of mobile
communication, which is transmitted to the cloud [26] to
guarantee the programmability [27] of LTC/EPC structure
inside, and the combination of SDN and NFV [28]. SDMN
has many advantages, such as centralized control, high
flexibility, effective division, automatic network manage-
ment, and reduction of the backhaul device operating cost
[29, 30].

2.2 SDMN architecture

SDMN is put forward as an extension of SDN, by adding
the special functions of a mobile network. The SDN archi-
tecture is different from existing mobile networks with the
flow-centric models [31, 32], integration of inexpensive
hardware, and a centralized logic controller. Like SDN,
SDMN consists primarily of three parts: data plane, control
plane, and application plane [33]. Furthermore, SDMN inte-
grates SDN, cloud computing [34], and NFV. The SDMN
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2.1 NFV

NFV involves decoupling the network function from the
hardware application by means of IT virtualization tech-
nology, which is implemented in and operates in software.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the SDMN architecture

This is an innovative method which is applied in the design
and deployment [35] of the network management service.
Network virtualization targets mainly the aggregation of
distributed resources, utilizing a shared pool of config-
urable computing hardware resources to realize on-demand
network access.

In accordance with the NFV-based LTE/EPC architecture
as described by ETSI, Fig. 2 shows a reduced graph of NFV
members [36]. In consideration of the complexity of the vir-
tualization program segment, the threat model can further
be subdivided into threats in relation to each NFV assem-
bly/area, such as layout and Virtual Management Function
(VMF)/Virtual Infrastructure Management (VIM), agency
and resource management program, virtual network [37],
service, transport layer, and telecommunication infrastruc-
ture areas. To be more specific, avoidance of original
controller/traffic management logic, or disclosure of user

control/data traffic is possible by attacking and concealing
VMF/VIM/layout or other identities of VMF(MME,S/PG-
W...) and tampering with virtual network communication
traffic.

Malicious information and viruses are injected only
through the ARP plane and a replay attack is implemented
(a common vector of traditional IP environment); the mali-
cious virtual machine (VM) mechanism can destroy normal
service logic [37], on the condition that NFV communica-
tion traffic exits from a virtual line of defense [38, 39]. If
VNF is operated on kernel-based VM, the threat of tamper-
ing with the integrity of the kernel will affect normal EPC
status. Through kernel code and interface loopholes, the
integrity of VNF will be damaged, causing DoS of poten-
tial NFVI assembly by loading LKM, rootkit malicious
software without controlled data and by attacking resource
depletion [40–42].
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Because the IaaS user group shares the same address
and cannot provide an ideal VM isolation, SDMN service
transport in the IaaS region will enlarge the attack level,
and may cause information disclosure, service denial and
privilege escalation to occur [43]. Due to the malicious use
of the VM’s common address and the convergence of the
same resources in the NFVI region, there will be a point
where malicious software can form a brief existence or VM
spread, causing the depletion of hardware resources and
performance degradation of the EPC running in the NFVI
region. It has been proven that a side channel VM attack can
acquire plaintext passwords, keys and data memory [44, 45].
It may also be used for NFVI area fingerprint technology.
The technology provides useful information for the launch
of another SDMN target attack. For example, this may result
in the service denial of physical infrastructure, causing the
IaaS data center network to be usurped and attacked or to
launch complex and continuous service denial attack [46,
47]. Similarly, VIM can be loaded into the module from
an externally introduced transmission (E2E connect SDN
controller) or service (NFVSDN controller) due to the pres-
ence of the host operating system (OS) simulation program
weaknesses or cross the VM attack (e.g., escape and reflec-
tion attacks) attack, and there will be a threat of privilege
escalation [48]. It should be pointed out that the NFV
guidelines recommend using AAA and reliable communi-
cation solutions throughout the virtual area. However, it is

not strictly controlled by the relevant mechanisms, and it
will make the supplier adopt an incompatible security pol-
icy (which also refers to the key management procedures)
in the specific configuration of the telephone communica-
tions and IaaS architecture. Also, in the case of OpenFlow,
the convergence NFV program similar to the cloud com-
puting concept of the IaaS model posts a technical threat,
which is non-characteristic for the traditional mobile core
environment.

NFV proposed a virtual firewall, traffic balance, and
other L4–L7 network security applications. These applica-
tions are the virtualized network functions (VNF), which are
used to meet the requirements of network communication
and service management. In [49], the authors presented a
framework of wireless network virtualization for 3GPP LTE
mobile cellular networks, but there is no in-depth study of
security issues. In [50] and [51], respectively, the authors
proposed the 5G SDMN architecture which can effectively
guarantee the E2E QoS and QoE, among which the NFV
technology creates a variety of middle boxes, including the
middle boxes providing security service in data encryption,
firewalls and honeypots.

2.2.2 OPENFLOW

OpenFlow is a kind of open protocol, and it is proposed
to standardize the communications between the data layer
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and control layer. In accordance with the OpenFlow threat
model described in [52], Fig. 3 shows partial, OpenFlow,
simplified data flow diagrams in the SDMN architecture. In
mobile networks, the assumption of using the TLS safety
passage in the OpenFlow network and concrete cryptosecu-
rity remains effective.

As far as threats and decoy attacks are concerned, the
authors in [53] discussed the possibility of topological poi-
son and attack or, in other words, a host address hijacking
and link manufacturing attack. In consideration of the diver-
sity of running operating servers in the NFV area of SDMN,
HDS communication is made between the host hijacked
SDN controller and the OpenFlow switch to provide the
opportunity for the destroyed core server to hijack legit-
imate data and transfer information. Likewise, the LLDP
protocol is used in a link manufacturing attack to inject
forged internal links, and sensitive flow results in a deliber-
ate weakening of the system processing QoS, or is used to
launch attacks and cause server refusal.

Decoy attacks target the IP protocol address of the
E2E/NFVSDN controller, resulting in a change/recognition
of running traffic rules and avoidance of charge, safety
or other mobile management policies. As network satura-
tion and complete performance degradation is caused by
the depletion of resources, the malicious host simply needs
to disguise as acting SDN controller to cause partial traf-
fic to circumvent overload control subsystem(OCS)/Policy
and Charging Rules Function (PCRF), firewalls or other
LTE/EPC control nodes, or copy/certain traffic of black

holes, and thus, the legal interception mechanism may be
destroyed.

The traffic unmatched to effective rules will lead to
saturation of the OpenFlow plane and overflow of the trans-
mission plane, and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
is detected in the real SDN controller as a result of the
transmission mechanism’s failure. Moreover, the malicious
OpenFlow node may tamper counter and insert false com-
munication to some users, circumventthe charge system and
adopt incorrect rate/cost of the traffic [54]. Likewise, the
entry of an OpenFlow router may become the target of the
saturation attack so that the geological locations of some
wireless mobile communication services can be shielded.
Another tampering-related attack is a virus attack on the
traffic platform or buffer memory in the controller sta-
tus, which will keep the integrity of the SDMN OpenFlow
topological structure.

For SDMN OpenFlow members, another information
disclosure attack exists, in which the network fingerprint
and controller data may be disclosed as a result of an XML
external mechanism attack [55]. As mentioned above, the
most convincible threat is denial of service (DoS) resulting
from depletion of resources, link manufacturing, Hash colli-
sion attack, SDN controller overload and OpenFlow switch
circuit disconnection, as shown in [52, 53, 55] and [56].
In general, some network security viewpoints indicate that
security attributes in relation to OpenFlow technology and
security problems of SDN [57] itself are the major security
problems of SDMN.
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3 SDMN security issues

Due to the unique characteristics, SDMN brings about many
special secure issues. Ref. [16] describes the secure princi-
ples, which is supplemented and enhanced in this section.

3.1 SDN original security issues

Since SDMN is developed on the basis of SDN, we first
introduce SDN and its related security problems before
discussing SDMN security issues.

3.1.1 SDN architecture

The SDN architecture consists of the following key planes.

– Data plane (also known as the infrastructure layer):
primarily consists of a data forwarding unit including
physical switches and virtual switches for exchanging
and forwarding data packets. We also categorize the
physical mobile terminal as belonging in the data plane.

– Control plane: consists of a series of controllers provid-
ing centralized control. The Open API (application pro-
gram interface) enables open switches data forwarding
functions to realize the state collection and centralized
control of the data plane.

– Application plane (also called application layer): pro-
vides various applications to end-users, such as mobile
management, security application, network virtualiza-
tion, etc. The mobile terminal applications are catego-
rized into this plane.

3.1.2 Security problems due to several characteristics
of SDN

The following security problems are inherit from SDN.

– Centralized control mode. Centralized management
integrates the network configuration, network service
access control, and service deployment at the control
layer. Once the attacker controls the SDN successfully,
it will cause the network service to be paralyzed, and
therefore affect the entire network.

– Programmability. The programmability of SDN has
brought about new security problems. The first is traffic
and resource isolation. Due to this feature, there may be
additional interaction to handle different SLAs and pri-
vacy issues. The second is the trust based on the third
party applications and controller. Programmability is a
double-edged sword. It brings about the convenience
of implementation as well as the risk of malicious
applications, so it is necessary to strengthen the authen-
tication mechanism in the communications between
the application and control layers to prevent controller

exposure. The last issue involves the protection for
the Application-Controller Plane Interface (A-CPI) and
Intermediate-Controller Plane Interface (I-CPI).

– Integration with the existing protocols. When the exist-
ing protocols are applied to SDN, compatibility must
be detected. At the same time, in the construction
of the SDN architecture, the weakness of the exist-
ing architecture should not be repeated, or at least not
inflated.

– Cross domain connection. SDN implementation
requirements are infrastructures connected with differ-
ent domains. This requires the establishment of trust
relationship to guarantee secure channel setup.

3.1.3 Security principles

All the protocols, components, and interfaces in the SDN
architecture should follow the following security Pprinci-
ples [16].

– Clearly define security dependencies and trust bound-
aries. Security dependencies of different components
should be described when these parts are constructed
for the SDN network. Circular dependencies should be
avoided. Based on privilege changes, information flow
and data integrity and confidentiality through differ-
ent domains cannot be verified. Trust boundaries of the
data dependency relationship should be defined. Any
external dependency should depict its trust boundary.
Management of internal attacks should be considered to
prevent an external environment attack.

– Assure robust identity. In order to establish effec-
tive authentication, authorization and accounting imple-
mentation, we must establish a strong identity frame-
work. Robust identity should be able to distinguish its
owner from other entities; and robust identity should be
able to generated, updated, and revoked.

– Build security based on the open standard which gives
priority to use the existing mechanisms, and provide the
existing security mechanisms MD5 and SHA-1, which
are not recommended.

– Protect the information security triad. We must consider
the impact of safety control on the whole SDN archi-
tecture. Determining whether or not the effectiveness of
the whole system may be reduced will be an effective
method to evaluate the new control. This control should
not introduce new vulnerabilities. The method which
will reduce the effectiveness of core pillars should be
certified or moderated. The establishment of security
control should not cause an unnecessary decrease in
system performance or increase in the complexity of the
system. In practice, the security requirements, cost, etc.
will affect the final solution of security control.
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– Protect operational reference data. Incorrect informa-
tion may result in the loss of confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the system. However, the lack of spe-
cific sensitive data, such as the lack of a keyword, will
breach the security control.

– Make systems secure by default. When the control is
unable to meet the security requirements, such as deny
by default, etc., we need to establish a different security
level.

– Provide accountability and traceability. Based on log
data, auditors can not only identify the action of the
entity, but also find the correlation orders of the action.

In addition to the above seven safety guidelines, we also
need to consider other control issues, such as the fact that
security control must be able to be performed, maintained,
and operated easily.

3.2 Special security issues in SDMN

Some security problems are brought about by the central-
ized control, resulting from the isolation between the data
level and control level, and due to the specific architecture
of SDMN under the cloud environment. Other than the char-
acteristics of SDN, the combination of NFV and SDN has
resulted in a series of security problems. Examples include
OpenFlow, NFV, software defined fronthaul network secu-
rity problems, and terminal problems, etc. For software
defined fronthaul, a virtualized attack is a threat. In terms of
Software-Defined Fronthaul (SDF) wireless programs, the
threat to SDMN security is extended to the launch of the
wireless medium and the recognition of attack surface [58].
Certain radio frequency interference, MAC tampering and
malicious RF interference [59] can consistently adapt to the
e-utran details and heterogeneous network environment, so
that the radio program segment of the SDMN fronthaul can
be regarded as the target of the attack [60, 61].

On the other hand, the software defined radio aware-
ness [60] is associated with numerous STRIDE threats,
as listed in [62, 63]. Considering the spectrum utilization
method, the convergence of SDF program is vulnerable to
be simulated by the primary user, Byzantine or spectrum
sensing data operation/forgery and several DoS attacks [64–
66]. Due to the development of collaborative malware
attacks on smart mobile to LTERAN, the SDF program
segment may provide stronghold for recursion/slow DDoS
botnet attacks, considering that most of these attacks will
tamper with the quality of service (QoS) scheduler, band-
width requirements and the implementation process of the
nano micro honeycomb base station [67–69].

Table 1 lists the main wireless network/SDN/SDMN,
reviews the security issues involved, and provides the cor-
responding security criteria. In the table, “*” and “-” denote

whether the domain specified in the column has been dis-
cussed in the survey or not. AL, CP, DP and CL represent
the application layer, control plane, data plane, and commu-
nication layer, respectively.

4 SDMN security measures

In this section, we study the relationship between threat and
security in the data layer, control layer, application layer and
communication protocols.

4.1 Considering the security components of the SDMN
architecture

In order to reduce SDMN attacks, there are a lot of solutions
which attempt to protect the logic segment. An experiment
involves SDN state processing and the use of the central-
ized virtualization management platform to integrate VNF
and SDN logic program segments to provide a more com-
prehensive examination of the EPC/LTE network state, and
to achieve cross domain anomaly monitoring and detec-
tion [75]. Similarly, cell-pot infrastructure coupled with
intrusion / anomaly detection and protection solutions [76–
79] can help to maintain real-time security of the SDMN
control channel and to provide protection for the overall
mobile target. In the background of strengthening the net-
work defense cooperation and forensic tracking [80], the
network edge can provide auxiliary shielding and prevent
malicious software from launching an SDMN attack which
would fail the solution [81–83].

As stated in [84], current SDN defense mechanisms can
only provide limited SDMN security enhancements due to
the lack of structural features associated with the move-
ment. The same conclusion can also be applied to [85]. The
SDMN virtualization of security, to a large extent, is still a
design direction for the computer system structure, although
the concept is in the experimental stage. The fundamen-
tal differences between service and infrastructure, whether
in IaaS or in the RANaaS program, are the specific trust
mechanism. Resource allocation, mobility management and
the missing isolation scheme of the current virtual plat-
form are necessary conditions. A good starting point for
SDMN secure virtual direction is presented in [72], despite
the fact that different schemes should be implemented to
meet the different requirements of the core and fronthaul
virtualization. In previous cases, the above mechanism may
benefit from the guidance of safety and trust in the EPC/LTE
core [84, 85], while in the later cases, it may benefit from
the cloud operating security policy. The paper [70] defines
the SDMN architecture, and the multitier method for SDMN
is introduced. This method protects the network itself, as
well as the user, based on the security question of different
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Table 1 Feature table

Conventional Security Issues SDN Security Issues SDWN Security Issues

Firewall IDS IPS AL CP DP CL Network Communication Mobile

Existing Work Architecture Protocol Terminal

2015 [70] - - - - * * * * * -

[17] - - - * * * * - - -

[6] - - - - * - - - - -

[1] - - - - * - - - - -

[71] * * - * * * * - - -

[72] * * - * * * * - - -

2014 [13] - - - - * * - - - -

[73] - * - * * * * - - -

[74] * - - - - - - - - -

layers. In the paper [70], it is suggested to use HIP and IPSe
tunneling to protect communication channels and to restrict
the unwanted access by communication policy. Meanwhile,
the backhaul devices are protected from the address spoof-
ing source and DoS. Finally, SDM and data are collected
to detect and prevent threats. The paper [50] establishes the
5G network based on SDN and NFV. It presents the specific

architecture, but there is little description about the specific
implementation of methods deployed in regards to security
issues.

In order to introduce the research advances in SDMN
security in detail, Table 2 provides a comparison of the
architecture of SDMN security problems addressed in the
prior works.

Table 2 SDMN security framework

Wor Proposed Basic Theory Pros. Cons. OFN Security

Architecture Principle

[51] 5G SDMN An end-to-end software Give a solution to efficiently No discussions N/A

arhitecture defining architecture, which guarantee E2E QoS and QoE on security issues

introduces a logically

centralized control plane

and dramatically simplifies

the data-plane.

[70] multitier security communication channel Protect single point failure No consideration Assure Robust

approach with four protection; limit unwanted of controller by the use of of terminal devices Identity

components: SC, access; threat detection by distributed SecGWs

PBC, SMM and the use of SDM and data

Synch. collection

[50] SDN and NFV security issues exist from Analyze SDN, NFV and 5G No discussions on N/A

integration for 5G SDN controller to whole network, and give principles security

network network

[33] Direct the mobile the new security challenges Address security issues in No security Properties of

network to a flow- of the control channel of control layer consideration in data Manageable

centric model that SDMNs layer and application Security Control.

employs hardware layer

and a logically

centralized controller
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4.2 Attacks and countermeasures at each level

SDMN’s unique security problems have been widely rec-
ognized by researchers. Figure 4 shows the various security
aspects in the SDMN.

The characteristics of SDN (i.e., separation of control
plane and data plane, centralized management of the net-
work through the controller, network programabiliy and
flow analysis are implemented via applications) can effec-
tively resist DDoS [47]. However, these features of SDMN
are also a double-edged sword and bring a number of new
vulnerabilities. In this section, we will focus on the analy-
sis of the latter to provide better security, reliability, validity,
and flexibility of the SDMN.

4.2.1 Data plane attack

Attacks Aiming at the OpenFlow-enable Switch
(i) Security threats

– Attacks southbound Application Programming Inter-
face(API) via false and forged flow table entries due to
the intelligent lacking of APIs.

– Flow table is a hardware structure of the OF switch,
and the flow entry is its basic unit.. The storage capac-
ity in the flow table is limited. A general flow table
has only a few hundred flow entries [86]. The resource
attack is studied in [87]. The attacker continuously
sends data packets with slightly different head informa-
tion to generate a disguised data stream, so that the flow
table becomes overflow quickly, while the correspond-
ing flow entry of the legitimate flows cannot be updated
on time. In addition, this sharply increased number of
flow entry requests also exhaust the computing power
of the controller and its applications. A new type of
inference attack has also been designed by exploit the
Weakness of OpenFlow-based SDN networks. When
the flow table is full, the frequent operations between
the data plane and the control plane are employed to
regrade network performance.

– The disguised control information modifies the flow
table entries due to the lack of an information authen-
tication mechanism. Similar to the controller under
DDoS attack, when flow matching with no clear rules,
will lead to the forwarding overflow [86].

(ii) Countermeasures

– Improve the maintenance mechanism to ensure the flow
table does not overflow.

– Add a monitoring component. Install the local security
agent (LSA) to each of switch to process the application

functions related to the switch [70]. This is an inser-
tion mechanism. The most basic control protocol and
user platform for communication channels are not
changed. Making the network device adopt the proac-
tive forwarding mode rather than the reactive forward-
ing mode, the flow entries will have been designed and
configured before the network devices running [87].

– Network security mechanism synchronizing with the
flow traffic. The control plane receives the latest secu-
rity status of network traffic through monitoring, gener-
ates the corresponding security rules, and empties them
into the flow table of the OF switch in the data plane via
the issuance of flow table entries.

Attacks Aiming at the Terminals (i.e., Client-end
Devices)
(i) Security threats

– Insider threats for the mobile terminal includes misuse,
downloading of application, etc. Moreover, Trojans and
viruses are also the threats of the terminals. The security
protection for the mobile terminal is also equipment-
centered [83]. The terminal lacks effective tools, e.g.,
intrusion detection system, antivirus software, endpoint
firewall, spam blocking, etc., which are very effective
and common in other platforms [88], but still unwork-
able for mobile terminals [89].

– Due to physical access vulnerabilities, malicious code
is written and injected.

(ii) Countermeasures

– Use traditional tools, but need to customize them for
mobile devices and provide the security service through
the cloud [21].

– Install and run lightweight safety procedures, and
encrypt the data of mobile devices [90]. A user-centric
model named SECURED is proposed in [83], changing
the status that an Internet users must provide differ-
ent security profile and policies for his/her increasing
number of mobile ends, like mobile phone and iPad, to
simplify the device security problem.

– Monitoring the access of key ports and core programs.

4.2.2 Control plane attack

(i) Security threats

– The limitations of the API will lead to the illegal con-
troller access operation and counterfeit rules insertion.
When a packet is not matched to the flow entries, it will
be sent to the controller. As a result, an attacker detects
the vulnerability of the controller by simply sending
data [91].
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– Attacking the eastbound API can generate Interference
policies by different applications to arouse the DDoS
among controller [47].

– The controller will be hijacked and compromised while
the controller being made public.

– The backhaul mobile device lacks unified control of
the unauthorized access to the controller, which is a
loophole that can be used by the forged information to
modify the entities of flow tables without authorization.

– The security issue of all kinds of database. For instance,
the Host Location Hijacking Attack and Link Fabrica-
tion Attack can exploit to poison the network topology
information in OpenFlow networks. In addition, DOS
attack and man-in-the-middle attack can lead to the
false network routing and data packets forwarding by
providing inaccurate topological information for the
routing components in the controller [53].

– The controller is disguised and send harmful controlling
information.

– The controller is controlled while its vulnerability is
detected [91]. Recently, some vulnerabilities, which
are not specific to SDN, have been practical discov-
ered. Such as the XML eXternal Entity vulnerability
in OpenDay light netconfi., DDoS when deserializ-
ing malformer packets in ONOS, and the tTopology
spoofing via host tracking. A SDN network scanning
tool, called the SDN scanner [92] can easily operate
the existing mobile network scanning tools (e.g. ICMP
scanning and TCP SYN scanning). For the SDN net-
works, which do not require high performance and high
bandwidth devices, these attacks will greatly reduce the
network performance [47].

(ii) Countermeasures

– Rule authentication. FortNOX provides an extension
of the rule-based authentication and security constraint
mechanism for the OpenFlow controller of NOX. The
real-time monitoring of the flow rules applies the
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role-based authentication to judge the legality of the
rules generated by each OpenFlow application and pre-
vent the controller from the attacks incurred by the
counterfeit flow rules [93].

– Network behavior and message monitoring. As a com-
ponent of the controller, SPHINX is used to detect
attacks on network topology and data plane structure in
SDN networks. When the behavior of the network con-
trol platform is changed, the new network behavior can
be detected and a warning will be issued. It monitors
and judges the legitimacy of the switches and routers.
Thereby, only legitimate and harmless control messages
are executed [85]. TopoGuard, a new security exten-
sion to the OpenFlow controllers provides automatic
and real-time detection of Network Topology Poisoning
Attacks [13].

– Carry out an omnidirectional monitor for detecting
abnormal attacks. (1) The SMM module monitors
the APP distributed in SDN and virtual environment
through distributing virtual sensor nodes, including
monitoring the network resources, network perfor-
mance, flow, etc. SDM is used to manager these
monitoring nodes. (2) Apply the intrusion detection
system (IDS) in SDN [94]. Evolving defense mecha-
nism (EDM), a bionics-based architecture, can config-
ure the network variations, e.g., IP address, routing,
host respond, encryption algorithm, and authentication
scheme, to ensure the network safety [71].

– Implement attack prevention via firewall, single
point failure recovery [70], IPS, and Authoriza-
tion/authentication of valid rules and accessed objects.

4.2.3 Application plane attack

As the core equipment of the application plane, a mobile ter-
minal is not only the source of attacks, but also the target of
attacks. Therefore, the security of the mobile terminal data
is even more important than that of data and control planes.
(i) Security threats [16]

– A large number of APPs lack authentication and autho-
rization and can be accessed by an illegal controller.

– Misusing and abusing the controller is caused by the
APP containing security vulnerabilities, alicious code,
and bugs.

– The harmful APP generates faulty information flow and
inject rules of deceptive rules.

– Attack the northbound APIs.

(ii) Countermeasures

– Strengthen the APP management via authentication
mechanism, e.g., the user authentication and the third
party certification [21].

– Assure the APP testing and debug to guarantee the
correctness and reliability of APPs.

– Judge the APP unauthorized access according to the
Constraints of APP and its installation.

4.2.4 Attack at the communication protocols

There are also attacks at protocols for the communica-
tions between base stations and controller, controller and
application services, and switches and controller.
(i) Security threats

– The lacks of the underlying IP layer security and the
authentication in the communication between backhaul
devices result in IP spoofing.

– The TLS/SSL security protocol in High level is vulner-
able to being attacked, For example, there exist some
TCP layer attacks, such as SYN DoS and TCP reset
attack [16].

– Randomness in use and complexity of configuration of
TLS and communication interception [70], e.g., Man-
in-the-Middle attack.

(ii) Countermeasures

– Improve the existing protocols. The HIP protocol and
IPSec tunnelling are proposed to ensure the safety of
the channel between the control and data planes [70].
Prevent the threat of user authentication and com-
munication when the user connects LTE network
in the first time and the handover process is run
[77].

– Detect the incorrect protocol information via
IDS.

– Take advantage of the controller to guarantee the com-
munication security between the end nodes. (1) Install
the Customer Edge Switching (CES) APP in the con-
troller. The APP interacts with the data interaction path
of the gateway and insert negotiated flow to ensure end-
to-end user communication by applying the customer
edge traversal protocol (CETP), and extends the realm
gateway (RGW) function of traditional firewalls. Fur-
thermore, the abusive, DoS, forged source addresses
and other tools can also be detected and removed.
(2) Introducing the TCP-Splicing mechanism to relay
the user data from a host that has not been forged
[50, 70].

– Employ the oligarchic trust models adopting the mul-
tiple trust-anchor certification authority, e.g. one per
subdomain or per controller instance [12].

– Implement the optional support for encrypted TLS
communication and a certificate exchange between the
switches and the controller(s) proposed in OpenFlow
1.3.0 [8].
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4.3 Category and analysis of STRIDE

The previous section analyzes the attacks and threats on
the SDMN in accordance with the network architecture lay-
ers. This section will analyze the corresponding network
attacks or vulnerabilities from the point of view of computer
security systems. The STRIDE method makes logical sepa-
rations within the complex system security, as shown in [19,
95]. STRIDE is a type of security threat method. With
STRIDE, security threats are divided into six categories:
Spoofing of user identity (S), Tampering (T), Repudiation
(R), Information disclosure (I), e.g., privacy breach or data
leak [96], Denial of service (DoS) (D), and Elevation of
privilege (E).

Table 3 provides a study of SDMN related attacks based
on the classifications of STRIDE. The state-of-the-art of the
research on the attacks of SDMN is also presented in the
table.

To summarize Table 3, a brief analysis is provided as
follows.

– As shown in Table 3, some attacks are categorized into
one layer, however, they actually may affect several

Table 3 STRIDE based classification

Location Category Existing Work

Data S [70]

Layer T [17]

R [62]

I [62, 81]

D [17, 47]

E [62]

Control S [17, 97]

Layer T [97]

R [17]

I [97]

D [47, 70, 97]

E [70]

Application S [70]

Layer T [97]

R [70]

I [81]

D [47]

E [70]

Communication S [17, 53, 98]

Protocol T [86, 87, 98]

Stack R [55, 98]

I [55, 98]

D [52, 85, 86]

E [17, 98]

layers. Therefore, corresponding strategies require the
interaction and collaboration among multi-layers.

– Monitoring the network state and behavior in each
layer is the common means. In addition to the tradi-
tional monitoring of network traffic, port access, and
network state, one also needs to monitor the SDMN spe-
cific message and behavior between the OF switch and
controller, among controllers, and between the applica-
tion layer APP and controller. However the real-time
monitoring and the corresponding information preser-
vation have brought new problems to the network traffic
delay, the normal mobile terminal application running,
the controller operation efficiency, the storage space of
each layer, etc.

– DDoS may occur in all the layers. Once it occurs,
at present, there is no better way to prevent or solve
this kind of attack except isolating the related network
equipment and links. Therefore, based on the network
behavior and characteristics existing prior to a DDoS
attack, we conclude that early detection and prevention
are the most feasible measures.

4.4 SDMN security challenges

Although some advances are being made, there are many
challenging problems in SDMN security that call for signif-
icant research efforts. Some SDMN security challenges are
listed below.

– APP authorization and authentication mechanism.
– Security problems for multi-controller architectures [16].
– Security issues from multicast protocols.
– Redundant connections resulting from security guar-

anty mechanisms [16].
– Security measures of the communication with other

networks.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduced the structure of SDMN, and its
special security issues. The security measures of SDMN
involve three layers. First, there is the data layer, which
is associated with the security threats of OpenFlow switch
and terminal, and the corresponding countermeasures. Sec-
ond, there is the control layer, including the security of all
databases. Specific security problems of SDMN in the con-
trol layer and the corresponding measures were reviewed
and discussed. In addition, the STRIDE method was used to
achieve a classification of SDMN attacks, as the data layer,
control layer, application layer, and communication proto-
col attacks. Finally, a list of security challenges of SDMN
was presented that call for significant research efforts.
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